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Subject: Updates.

Body:

CIA Appeal: I spoke to Jack and he approved sending the letter to the President. The letter was sent. I spoke to 

Jack about whether we should say anything publicly. He did not want to do so. I suggested that we should be 

ready to answer an informed inquiry from the public and suggested that we have a draft response ready. He 

agreed. Tom drafted a short statement that included a brief, unclassified version of the points at issue. We 

sent Tom's draft to the CIA to make sure it has no objections to the statement regarding classified 

information. The agency approved and said that the statement contained no classified info. We will issue it 

only in response to a specific inquiry. I talked to John Pereira and Linda Cipriani. They both seem to be very 

appreciative of our efforts.Anna: Anna called to find out what is going on. We had a pleasant discussion about 

CIA and Connick. Bill Snyder told her that it is INR that has been making decisions explaining "State's position" 

and that Richard Moose would likely decide matters differently. We may want to push this issue with 

State.Robert McNamara: he finally returned my call. He was very pleasant and said that he would like to do 

anything he can to help. Because of his time constraints, he requested that we conduct the interview by 

phone. It is now set for this Friday at 10:00 a.m.Irene Marr: she came in for a second round of interviews 

today. Everyone seemed to like her, especially Mary.Connick: ï¾¿Como se dice? "nada."
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